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Novus Tetra Support System- TSS
Customizable Workstation Solutions For Demanding Needs

Peterborough, NH, May, 2015 - 
Designing functional, attractive commercial spaces with more 
complex monitor arrangements is challenging. A monitor 
mounting system must be strong enough to hold multiple 
screens, easy to customize, and provide a great ergonomic fit. 
The Novus Tetra Support System (TSS) meets these challenges 
and has been successfully used in applications such as shared 
workspaces, control centers, financial desks, hospital examina-
tion rooms, and multi-desk university classrooms.

The TSS system’s versatility is based on its 4-channel column, which is available in a variety of mounting options 
depending on your needs. Multiple support arms can be added around the column and stacked along the chan-
nels. Support arms are available in four styles to accommodate varying depth, ergonomic positioning, and moni-
tor weight. All TSS support arms are equipped with the Novus Quick Release monitor mount that allows for easy 
monitor rearrangement without detaching the arms.

“The Novus TSS systems are optimal for commercial work spaces because of their adaptability and easy configu-
ration,” said Shari LaPierre, Sales and Marketing Representative at Dahle North America, Inc. “They’re also ideal 
for expansion to include multiple monitors and tablets.” 

No matter the environment, the Novus TSS system has a configuration to meet the most complex monitor place-
ment needs. 

All the personalized workspace options from Novus deliver a clean look, improved ergonomics, and the freedom 
to easily change your workspace by adding more monitors, tablets, and organizational accessories as necessary. 
The Novus more space system is designed and developed by Novus Dahle GmbH & Co. KG of Lingen, Germany. 
The Novus line, introduced in 1949, offers numerous other premium solutions for the modern workplace such as 
organizational shelving, telephone support arms and more.

For more information on Novus More Space products, please call (800) 995-1379 or visit 
www.NovusMoreSpace.com.
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